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ABSTRACT

In this paper the results of the electric thruster development and application in Russia are presented. In
1964, a pulsed plasma thruster was used for the first time for SIC "Zond-2' orientation. Ion and

magnetoplasma thrusters as well as thrusters with anode layers, were studied. The most progress was
made in the development of thrusters with closed drift of electrons; Stationary Plasma Thrusters using
xenon, which have been successfully used for orbit correction on SIC "Meteor" and "Meteor-Priroda,"

beginning in 1972. and from 1982 on SIC "Cosmos" and "Lutch series; and electrothermal thrusters using
ammonia, which have also been successfully used for orbit correction on SIC "Meteor" and "Resours" since
1981. EP development and usage in Russia are ongoing. The parameters demonstrated by advanced
laboratory models exceed those of thrusters presently in operation.

Introduction. PULSED PLASMA THRUSTER.

The work on Electric Propulsion Systems (EPS) The first electric thrusters, which were used in

was started in Russia late in the 1950's. All known space technology in Russia, were Pulsed Plasma

accelerator schemes were studied in different scientific Thrusters (PPT). The PPT conceptual design is
research institutes, including in 1962 the Experimental presented in Figure 1.
Design Bureau, FAKEL, Kaliningrad region. Later, other
organizations started R&D work on the development of -1 "
EPS based on ion thrusters (IT), arcjets, pulse plasma
thrusters (PPT) using solid propellant, and ;
magnetoplasma thrusters (MPD). At that time metals 3 4
were used as propellants: lithium, cesium, potassium,
sodium, bismuth, and different eutectics. Among gases, ID,
argon was mainly used. The power range of the
thrusters under development was from a fraction of a
watt (PPT) to 500 kW (MPD). During the first period of 1
the development, in the middle 1960's, the actual power'
range of EPS under development was already specified,
based on the analyses of the status and prospects of ,,
the onboard power supply. Emphasis was placed on C

power levels of 0.3 to 1.5 kW and using gaseous C
propellants, usually Xe, due to its physical and usage
characteristics, instead of liquid metals. The scheme of 4

an accelerator with closed drift of electrons, proposed by CO
Prof. Morozov in 1962, gave an opportunity to center the a b
activity on producing a concrete EPS based on this
concept. Figure 1. Schemes of pulsed (a) electrothermal and (b)

electromagnetic plasma accelerators with propellant
ablation. 1 and 4 main electrodes, 2 propellant, 3 ignitor

electrode, 5 ignition isolator, IDB ignition discharge
block, CO main discharge capacitor battery
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Depending on the discharge chamber geometry, acceleration voltage - 800 V
the operating medium is accelerated based on an Isp.-3x10 4 m/s
electrothermal or electromagnetic concept. EPS with propellant - cesium [3]
electrothermal PPT and floroplast as a propellant was
developed by the Institute of Atomic Energy (IAE), 3
qualified for application on a spacecraft, and used for 16 15
the first time on satellite "Zond-2" in 1964 for orienting \
the solar array towards the required direction. The EPS 15
comprised six PPTs, two in each of three thruster
assemblies. The EPS accumulated the required 70 min.
and performed the task successfully. The PPT 3

parameters were as follows: energy in the discharge-
about 100 joules, frequency 1 Hz, average thrust- -- '
about 1 g, Isp-about 3000 m/s, pulse duration-about 12
50 ms. In 1966 EPS with electrothermal PPT was 6
developed by FAKEL and qualified to be used as part of 7/ \9 \ I
the S/C, operating on iodine bismuth to decrease thrust
cost in comparison with floroolast. Its conceptual design Figure 3. Ion thruster schematic. 1 hollow cathode, 2
is shown in Figure 2. heater, 3 and 7 Cs-tanks, 4 and 10 thermal valves, 5

magnet, 6 and 9 pumps, 8 anode, 11 neutralizer, 12
decelerating electrode, 13 accelerating electrode, 14

emission electrode (plasma holder), 15 spare
S- neutralizer, 16 ionizer case

Figure 3 shows a schematic of the given thruster.
- - d EDB FAKEL developed and qualified this thruster as

well as the EPS based on it as part of two propulsion
/  assemblies and an electrical power supply system

Sj (Figure 4) with the following parameters: power-600 W,
thrust of each IT-20 raN, thrust efficiency with

Figure 2. Drawing true to scale of a pulsed plasma allowance for losses in PPU s73%, operation time-
thruster with a solid propellant. 1 mounting unit, 2 allowance for losses in PPU-73, operation time-

mounting body, 3 cable, 4 central electrode, 5 1000 hrs, mass-50 kg, including the PPU mass-30 kg

propellant, 6 outer electrode, 7 and 8 disjoint unit, 9 (Figure 4).
discharger, 10 installation indicator, 11 capacitor battery, :li3ii:ii;

12 cable of central electrode supply

It was integrated and qualified as part of Russian
S/C, but thereafter the PPT was never used as a
thruster in Russia, because of its low efficiency and :
unsatisfactory mass characteristics. The PPT research ^
work is ongoing [1].

ION THRUSTERS

At the beginning of the 1960's the majority of the
Soviet specialists considered the ion thrusters (IT) to be
of the most practical significance. Higher educational
institutions, institutes of industrial branches, and :
institutes of the Academy of Sciences took part in the
development of ion thrusters in this period. In 1966,
argon IT flight tests were conducted by the "Jantar" Figure 4. EPS with In Thruster, 1 propulsion unit, 2 PPU
program [2]. Extensive theoretical and experimental
work of ITs with volume ionization was done, which However, because of the lack of sufficient on-board
enabled, during the following 10 years, the presenting of power, ion thrusters did not actually enter the USSR's
volume-ionization ITs with the following main data: space technology. Only during the last years, and within
* thrust -20 mN the program of active space experiments, has a
* lifetime- 1000 hrs practical use for ion thrusters appeared as ion beam
* thruster dia at the anode - 100 mm injectors.
* beam current - 0.42 A
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developed. Lithium was used as a propellant. The thrust

ARCJETS and MPD THRUSTERS efficiency of these BETs reached from 0.5 to 0.65 at
power levels of 500 kW. The most difficult problem was

In the initial period of EP development, great the limited lifetime; the best BET devices reached about

attention was also paid to plasma thrusters. In the late 300 to 500 hrs. When an interest in manned flights to

1950's and early 1960's, arcjets were studied. Gases Mars appeared, the study and development of BETs

and alkaline metals were used as propellants. The started again. The coaxial Hall magnetoplasma thruster

exhaust velocities of these thrusters, operating on (HMPT) with limited power was also investigated; its

lithium, exceeded 5 km/sec. The problem of providing scheme is presented in Figure 6.

the electrodes' stability was the most difficult task for
arcjets. At that time, the designers failed to solve the
stability problem of cathodes and anodes. For this
reason, electro-arc sources were not used for -r-
propulsion. In Russia these devices were used as
plasma sources for active space experiments and for -
various technological processes in industry and
medicine. 3

The main attention in the development of EP
thrusters was given to magnetoplasma dynamic 4

thrusters (MPD) of different types [4]. During the -
investigation of the linear accelerators it became clear 4
that it is necessary to deal with high current systems Figure 6. Schematic of coaxial hollow accelerator. m
without isolating walls. Much attention was therefore propellant flow, B applied flux density, j current density,
given to the axis-symmetrical plasma accelerators. Vplasma velocity, 1 cathode, 2 anode, 3 isolator,
Figure 5a presents the scheme of a coaxial accelerator 4 electromagnetic coil.
(CA). The characteristic feature is that the length of a
central cathode and an outer anode greatly surpass the In the HMPTs both applied fields (produced by
size of the interelectrode space. Theoretical and special magnetic coils) and self-magnetic fields were
experimental research showed that, as a rule, the used. The analyses of the physical processes of these
current flows out mainly to the final section of the thrusters is rather difficult because of the existence of
accelerator [5]. Thus, great consideration was given to axial, radial, and azimuthal components of the magnetic
butt-end thrusters (BET) with a short cathode and fields and the electric current densities. In the 1960's
anode, as shown in Figure 5b [3]. FAKEL conducted research and development on

plasma and end-Hall thrusters with power levels up to

3 2 1 a 200 kW as well as on coaxial accelerators with a power
level of up to 500 kW on lithium. Most attention was

.. 'paid to the lifetime problem. The scheme of the end-
Hall thruster is presented in Figure7.

- 2 
ii i . .-

Figure 5. Schematic of high-current coaxial accelerator,
a with stretched electroces; b with shortened electrodes,

m propellant flow, J electric current, jradial current
density, B azimuthal flux density, V velocity, 1 cathode,

2 anode, 3 isolator.

Such accelerators are practical when there is a ' 2_ \ 6
powerful energy plant on board the spacecraft. One
possible application of these accelerators is orbit
transfer; for example, to Mars and back to Earth. To Figure 7. Laboratory Model of End-Hall Thruster. 1

effectively use such EP devices for the Mars mission, insulator, 2 propellant feeding, 3 sealing, 4 cathode

power levels from 1 to 10 MW are necessary. In the evaporator, 5 graphite current supply, 6 anode

USSR in the 1960's and 1970's, single modules of butt-
end thrusters [6] with a power of hundreds of kWs were

3
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At a power level of 150 kW, the thruster beginning of the 1960's he took charge of the research

accumulated 100 hrs. with thrust being 10 N, efficiency works on the physical basis of this concept. A number of

at 35%, and Isp at about 4000 s. Thermionic cathode- elements were tried as propellants: Pb, Bi, Te, Cs, Li,

vaporizer provided a discharge current density of up to Ba, Xe, Ar, and so on and different types of plasma

1000 A/cm2 . accelerators were produced. The conceptual schematic
of a low power thruster, D-55, is shown in Figure 10 and

ELECTROTHERMAL THRUSTERS. its technical characteristics are shown in Table 1.

Another type of thruster used successfully in Russia Table 1

is the electrothermal thruster (ETT) using ammonia. Parameters Values
Such thrusters were developed at FAKEL in the late Thrust. g 4 - 15

1960's and at NIEM at the beginning of the 1970's. This Specific impuse. s 1250 - 2700
work resulted in the development and flight usage Thrust efficiency 0.5 - 0.6

qualification of a 2 g thruster with Isp of 230 s and a Proeliant xe-non

lifetime of up to 50 hrs (Figure 8). Power. W 0.8-
Mass. kg _4

_ _ Overall dimensions. mm '25x125x7
5

Figure 8. Conceptual Design of Electrothermal Thruster 3
1 heater, 2 heat exchanger, 3 thermal insulation, 4

insulator, 5 current supply, 6 body

At NIEM, a thruster with a porous heater was
developed; the conceptual design is shown in Figure 9.
The thruster is qualified for flight application for orbit
correction. Beginning in 1981 and to the present, seven ' -

propulsion systems with four ETT-15s each have been
tested and used, and are still operating on the "Meteor
3" and "Resours 0" spacecraft. ETT-15 parameters are
thrust-.05 to 0.3 N, Isp-up to 280 s, and power
consumption-0.1 to 0.45 kW [7].- -

Figure 10. Anode Layer Thruster. 1 anode, 2 magnet
system, 3 isolators

The results of the 100 hr. life test of the D-55 at 8 g
S\ J thrust confirmed that, if the anode layer is taken outside

S-- the thruster end, the problem of the pole shield erosion
can be practically eliminated. In the designers' opinion,
these data make it possible to predict the lifetime of
such thrusters as more than 104 hrs.[9]. Exact

Figure 9. Constructive diagram of EHT-15; 1 electrical determination of the upper limit of the thruster's lifetime
energy, 2 propellant feed, 3 temperature transducer, 4 requires additional study.

porous heater, 5 insulator, 6 chamber, 7 nozzle
STATIONARY PLASMA THRUSTERS

ANODE LAYER THRUSTER In Russia, stationary plasma thrusters (SPT) with
closed drift of electrons in the accelerator (ACDE) have

Another thruster type explored in Russia found the most widespread, practical application. This
(TSNIIMASH) is the so-called Anode Layer Thruster kind of thruster was suggested by A. I. Morozov and
(ALT). The physical concept of the ALT was proposed developed together with the Experimental Design
30 years ago by AB. Zharinov [8]. At TSNIIMASH at the Bureau, FAKEL, in Kaliningrad. In 1972, an SPT flight
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test was successfully conducted for the first time aboard The applied magnetic field ;s produced by a
S/C "Meteor. "Meteor" was launched into orbit close to magnetic system, consisting of an electromagnetic coil,
a conventional sun-synchronous orbit. The first SPT a flange magnetic yoke, and inner and outer poles. The
accumulated 170 hrs of operation, changing the SIC magnetic field and the concentration of the particles in
altitude approximately 17 km with a thrust of 25 mN [10]. the discharge are chosen so that the Larmour radius of
This test demonstrated the effectiveness of the SPT the electrons is much smaller, while the Larmour radius
application for orbit correction. The fist EPS had a power of the ions is much larger, than the dimensions of the
level of approximately 500 W, a thrust of 20 mN, and a acceleration channel. Thus electrons, not ions, are
specific impulse to 1000 s. being magnetized. Moreover, the mean free path of the

ions exceeds the dimensions of the channel. Currently,
the SPT systems' development status has achieved a
high state of maturity. Figure 13 presents the
dependencies of the thrust efficiency of different

': thrusters: ion thrusters (5); hollow cathode thrusters with
a narrow zone of acceleration (so-called "thrusters with
an anode layer"), investigated in Russia (6, 7, 8); colloid
thrusters (9); and stationary plasma thrusters, operating

2 on argon (10), krypton (11), cesium (4), and xenon (1,2,
3). Curve 1 relates to the SPT of the first generation,

Sand curves 2 and 3 to the second and third generations,
respectively.

........F ig u re ..... ........... . .................. . 14
Figure 11. The first EPS with SPT. 1 SPT, 2 Xe storage

and management system, 3 PPU

Figure 11 presents a general view of the first EPS with
SPT, comprising two SPTs, an Xe storage and
management system, and a power supply system. 32
Figure 12 shows a scheme of ACDE thrusters. The
propellant is ionized and the ions are accelerated in the
electrical discharge in a region featuring crossed J 2 3 /, 5 !o'" .'s
electrical and magnetic fields. Gaseous Xe is fed, as a
rule, into the acceleration channel through the anode; Figure 13. Performance diagram of different EP thruster
the electrons are drifting towards the azimuth, types; thruster efficiency nT vs. exhaust velocity V. 1

xenon SPT (first generation), 2 xenon SPT (second
5  4 generation), 3 xenon SPT (third generation), 4 cesium

SI .Xe) SPT, 5 mercury ion thruster, 6 cesium thruster with
3  anode layer, 7 bismuth thruster with anode layer, 9

colloid thruster, 10 argon SPT, 11 krypton SPT

(_) , The present third generation thrusters are being
6 tested. The SPTs are superior to other EP types, within

an exhaust velocity range of 10 to 30 km/s. Research
conducted at Kurchatov IAE, MIREA, RIAME, MAI, and

5 1 1 EDB FAKEL [11, 12, 13, 14] made it possible for FAKEL
B,( to develop the SPT parametric series with a power

range from 0.3 to 25 kW (Figure 14). The parameters of
these thrusters are presented in Table 2 and are shown

5r max in Figure 15.

Figure 12. Schematic of a stationary plasma thruster
SPT. 1 anode gas distributor, 2 cathode, 3 discharge
chamber, 4 outer pole piece, 5 magnet coils, 6 inner

pole piece, 7 flange magnetic yoke, 8 radial flux density.

5
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-00

SPT-100, 4 SPT-140, 5 SPT-200, 6 SPT-280

N only 50% of its guaranteed lifetime was actually used

II

] T e arra nt of S 0 on te SC is son

Ssmall U.S. S/Cs under the program "EPOCH" 61

Figure 15. SPT parametric row characteristics-70, 3 Figure 16. Histogram of SPT operation on 10 EPS.

While the first SPT module of the parametric series
SPT-50, was used in the 1970's on "Meteor-Priroda". Fgure 17 SPT70 rr on SC
the second one has been successfully utilized since
1982 on "Kosmos" and "Lutch" SIC for placing the S/C Work is ongoing, related o the SPT-70 qualification
into the required point of a geostationary orbit and for a greater lifetime in view of the different Russian S/C
maintaining it in the west-east direction. Two thrusters projects. The third module of the SPT-100 series is
are operated simultaneously, producing a thrust of 8 g. qualified by FAKEL for S/C "GALS," the launch of which
The histogram showing the SPT operational time on 10 is anxiously awaited. It will be the first SPT application
spacecraft of the "Kosmos" and "Lutch" series is for S/C orbit correction in both the west-east and north-
presented in Figure 16. south directions [17]. The assembly with two SPT-100s

is shown in Figure 18. The fourth module SPT-140 has
undergone the debugging stage, including integration
with the electrical accumulating system, based on fuel
cells with hydrogen/oxygen as a propellant [18]. The
characteristics of SPT-70, -100, and -140, designed and
manufactured by FAKEL, were demonstrated using U.S.
instrumentation at NIITP and FAKEL in 1991 [19].

The demonstration tests continued the claimed
parameters and attracted particular interest from U.S.
specialists, because the specific impulse of these
thrusters, in the range of 1500 to 2000 s, is the most
optimal for some near-future missions.

6
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Aiming at the possible usage of SPT on western Note that EPSs with SPTs are widely used,
S/C, Space Systems/Loral, FAKEL, and RIAME set up a because of their high efficiency and low thrust cost,
joint Russian-American venture, which is now working minimal required number of power sources,
on SPT-100 qualification to meet western standards. environmental purity, and good operational
SPT-100 is being tested for compatibility with SIC in characteristics.
different U.S. centers: Fort Collins [20, 21, 22], JPL and EDB FAKEL and RIAME are continuing work,
NASA LeRC [23, 24, 25, 26], as well as at SEP aimed at improving SPTs and increasing lifetimes [18].
(France). One of the major achievements is the Thus, with the SPT-140N (Figure 19) laboratory model
accumulation of more than 2500 hrs with SPT-100 at the following characteristics were obtained at a power
FAKEL, without opening the vacuum chamber level of 4.0 kW: thrust-24 g, Isp.- 3 0 0 s, and
(cryogenic vacuum), maintaining the thrust at a specified efficiency-.70.
level with constant supplied power. The tests are still
going on. The parametric series modules, SPT-200 and ... g
SPT-290, underwent the debugging stage and the
parameters, indicated in Table 2, were confirmed.

Figure 19. SPT-140N

These parameters were achieved by decreasing the
-beam divergence. The module shall provide at least a

Figure 18. Propulsion Unit with SPT-100 two-fold increase in the lifetime, compared to that
obtained with SPT-100. Starting time is less than 1 s,
because a heaterless cathode is used and the

Table 2 propellant feeding system has a special design. FAKEL
Exteral developed and tested SPT-Phoer.ix. the scheme of

a ao r so 70 1 which, proposed by Prof. Morozov, solves the problem
-rN (mm) . 02 4 of lifetime (Figure 20).

Thrust (N) o0.01- 0.02- 0.04-
0.05 0.10 0.020

Max rated power (kW) 0.7 1.5 3.0
Total thrust pule. kN 150 500 1500
Speoic impulse (rmv) 12.10 1.610 4  1.6.104
Effioency 0.4 0.5 0.5
State of development Full scale production Proto-

________ ypes
Exernal diameter of

aeiraion channel (mm) 140 20 20
Thrust (N) 0.06- 0.15- 0.30-

0.40 0.60 1.00
Ma.x red power (kW) 6.0 12.0 25.0
Toal thrust pulse kNi. 4500 15000 40000
Speific impulse (nm) 2.0104 2.5u104 3.010
Efficmncy -0.6 0.6-0.7 0.7-0.75
State of development Pro- Devopimen

~____~____typ______

7
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Figure 20. SPT-100F

The K-10, a thermocatalytic thruster using
hydrazine with a thrust of 10 g (Figure 21), should also
be mentioned. In many respects, it supported the SPT
wide usage on "Kosmos" series S/C, substituted gas
dynamic thrusters in the orientation system, which led to
the decrease in the mass characteristics of this system. Figure 21. Thermocatalytic Thruster K-10
K-10 parameters are Isp-200 s, lifetime-70 hrs (far
short of limit), number of firings-7x1 04, minimal starting its main advantage is its ability to operate in a widetime-.25 s, and frequency-1.0 Hz. range of starting and cycling time values. It can be used

as an electrothermal thruster in c pulsed operation
mode, using accumulated heat, because its heater is
constantly on and provides a temperature level of
400*C. K-10 is being widely used on different Russian
S/C.

ACTIVE EXPERIMENTS

Active space experiments were conducted using
the EP sources discussed previously, namely aboard
S/C or rockets. In one of the first experiments in the
1970's [27] a plasma source was used based on the
SPT used as a rocket charge neutralizer during the
international active experiment of the "Porcupine"
program (Figure 22).

Figure 22. Plasma Source for International Experiment
"Porcupine"

8
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In 1975, the Soviet-French experiment "Arax" was
conducted related to artificial electron injection in the
Earth's ionosphere and magnetosphere. To compensate
for the positive charge of the rocket body, occurring with
outgoing energetic electrons, Kurchatov IAE and FAKEL
developed a plasma generator using cesium (Figure 23)
with a discharge current of 25 A, a voltage of 9 V, an
operation time of 5 minutes, and cesium propellant.

- - Figure 24. Ion Source
9 6 ,

The source provides a high current density, low
Figure 23. Plasma Generator Schematic for Soviet- beam divergence, high energetic characteristics, and

French Experiment "Arax." 1 mechanism of membrane the possibility of a beam energy modulation in the range
breakthrough, 2 membrane, 3 tank casing, 4 nozzle- of a few hundred to a few thousand cycles per second.
cathode, 5 ignitor, 6 anode, 7 shields, 8 insulators, 9 Plasma accelerators, based on the ACDE, were

heater used in another active experiment: "Apex," conducted by
the Institute of Earth Magnetism Measurement

Some experiments were also conducted with high (ISMIRAN). This accelerator is presented in Figure 25.
current plasma sources. To perform experiments on
board the "MIR" station ("Arfa" program), an ion source
was designed to study the dynamics of the propagation
of the injected beam into the ionosphere [28]. The
picture of this source is shown in Figure 24. The main
data of the ion source are:
* propellants-argon and xenon;
* power consumption-up to 0.8 kW;
* ion current-up to 0.6 A

Figure 25. Plasma Source, based on SPT

SPACECRAFT SURFACE DISCHARGING.

Spacecraft designers face the problem of S/C
charging, resulting from high energy electron interaction
with S/C surfaces, during operation in high orbits. One
of the possibilities for avoiding the negative effect of SIC

9
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charging is the so-called active method, which uses 2. Grozdovsky G.L., Nikitin V.E., Skvortsov Yu.V.,
artificial plasma jets. "Physics and Application of Plasma Accelerators,"

Plasma is formed near the S/C surface due to Minsk: Science and Technology, 1974, pp.290-308
special plasma-generating effects during unfavorable 3. Grigorian V.G., Korovkin V.N., Latishev L.A.,

geophysical conditions. The simultaneous action ofukho V.A., Researches of Ion Thrusters in the
high-energy electron beams in the Earth's USSR,' IEPC-91-081
magnetosphere and cod plasma being artificially 4. Zhurin V.V., Popov A.G., Porotnikov A.A., Tikhonov
magnetosphere and cold plasma being artificially V.B., Utkin Yu.A., "The State of Research and
formed near S/C surfaces, develops the conditions of Dveloent of End-l lasma Thrue tte esear he
charge neutralization, as was shown by the results of Development of End-Hall Plasma Thrusters in the1991

USSR,- IEPC-91-080, Viarggio 1991
laboratory tests. 5. Zhurin V.V., Koroteev A.S., Maslennikov N.A.,

Under the initiative of Academician Popov G.A., Porotnikov, A.A., "Some problems of
M.F.Reshetnyev, a similar experiment was done on EPT research in the USSR," AIAA-90-2678
board S/C "Horizont" in 1990. The following 6. Alexandrov V., Dyakonov G., Popov G.,
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and conducting of the experiment: Scientific Production Plasma Acceleration Processes in Self-Field
Enterprise "Prikladnaja Mekhanika," Krasnojarsk, which Thrusters and External Magnetic Fields," IEPC-93-
developed the S/C "Horizont"; EDB FAKEL, which 076, September 1993
developed the plasma generator; the Novosibirsk State 7. Rilov Yu.P.,'Electric Propulsion System for Space
University, which developed the system of diagnostics Vehicles," Izvestiya vuzov, series "Aviatsionnaya
for S/C surface electric fields; the Krasnojarsk State Tekhnika," No.4, 1988, pp. 50-54
University, which developed the system of diagnostics 8. Zharinov A.V., Popov Yu.S., JTF v.37, 1967, p.37
for mass consumption of the environment; and the 9. Liapin E., Podogornova V., and Semenkin A.,
Moscow Aviation Institute, which acted as the scientific "Anode Layer Thrusters: State-of-the-Art and
leader of the experiment. Both pulsed plasma Perspectives," IEPC-93-228
accelerators and accelerators with closed drift of 10. Artsimovich L.A., Andronov I.N., Morozov A. et al.,
electrons were used. The generator produced a radial "Development of Stationary Plasma Thrusters and
plasma beam. Its input power was 250 W; the ion beam their Tests on the satellite 'Meteor'," Cosmicheskie
current was about 1 A and the generator mass was 9 Issledovanya, 1974, vol.12, issue 3, pp. 451-458
kg. The first conducted experiment showed the 11. Bugrova A.I., Kim V., "Modern State of Physical
existence of a neutralization or discharging effect [29]. Investigation in Accelerators with Closed Drift of
Taking into account the obtained data, the next flight Electrons and Extent Zone of Acceleration," from
experiment is under preparation, book: Plasma Accelerators and Ion Injectors.,

Moscow, Publishing House Nauka 1984, pp. 107-
CONCLUSION. 129

12. Bugrova A.I., Morozov A.I., "Pecularities of Physical
This review of the development and application of Processes in Accelerators with Closed Drift of
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